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The Golden Calf, 1994 
Augmented Reality Interactive Installation 
(application software by Gideon May) 

This work is constituted by a white pedestal on top of which 
there is an LCD colour monitor connected to a position sensor 
and a computer inside the pedestal. The viewer picks up and 
holds this monitor in their hands. The screen shows an exactly 
matched virtual representation of the real pedestal, with a com
puter-generated image of a golden calf standing on top of it. By 
moving the monitor around the actual pedestal the viewer can 
examine this creature from above and below and all sides. Thus 
the monitor functions like a window that reveals a virtual object 
apparently physically located in the real space. 'The Golden Calf 
has a mirror-like skin where the viewer can see that the features 
of the actual installation space being reflected. The immaterial
ity of The Golden Calf is further emphasised by the fact that only 
its outer surfaces are rendered by the computer; when the view
er moves the LCD screen inside the calf s body there are no inte
rior surfaces to be seen. 
The history of art exemplifies a complex set of negotiations be
tween body and space - negotiations between the actual do
main of the real bodies of the viewers and the real space they in
habit, and the virtual domain of represented bodies and spaces. 
In The Golden Calf the represented body is no longer a corporal 
idolatrous object but has become instead an intangible subject 
of fascination that reframes the biblical iconoclastic altercation. 
When moving the screen tip, down and around the pedestal to 
view 'TheGolden Calf, its viewer performs a ritual dance around a 
technological pilaster that is construing an all but tangible phan
tasm. Representation has become the domain of both our cm-
bodied and disembodied yearnings, and in the friction of this 
conjunction The Golden (^//'exemplifies the euphoric disloca
tion of our current condition. 
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The Golden Calf 1994 

"The Golden Calf weaves a set of subtle 
paradoxes into a web of virtualization 
and actualization, similar to the 
crystal image described by Gilles De-
leuze as a 'bifacial image, real and vir
tual all at once"'. 

Annf.-Marik Duguet, \n Jeffrey Shaw. /I user's 
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